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TT No.214: Mark Farnell - Sat 26th March 2011; Highgate United v Loughborough 

University; Midland Alliance; Score: 0-1; Admission: £5; Programme: £1. 

After so many high scoring games (4 goals plus) over the last few weeks our run 

was bound to come to an end sooner or later. With our first-choice game at 

Macclesfield moved forward to 1pm making it impossible to get to our second 

choice also seemed a bit dubious so we opted for Highgate United in the Midland 

Football alliance.   

They had conceded 10 goals in mid-week and were up against Loughborough 

University who had scored five goals the same evening. It was also still on our to 

do list. Having got directions off the internet we drove down the M42 and followed 

the directions until we turned into Tythe Barn Lane and found a wooden fence 

blocking the road which was now closed off due to the construction of a large 

estate over the other side of a narrow bridge. Confident of being able to find the 

ground we drove around the block until we found the other end of the road and 

carried on until we reached the Coppice, home of Highgate United.   

As the name suggests the ground is set amongst trees with three sides of the 

ground open and the other covered by a narrow stand stretching the length of the 

pitch. We paid our admission fee of £5 (and £2) to get in and a further £1 for the 

programme. This gave no information on the visiting team at all and comprised a 

section on match reports, home team pen pics and history and a player profile. 

This covered the ‘Waterboy’ whose favourite meal was a cheese and onion cob and 

three packets of crisps and worst moment of his life was when his bowels collapsed 

in Benidorm which got really messy...I kid you not!  

A club official gave me both teams and we sat down in the stand ready to watch 

the game. Within minutes of kick off the visitors had a penalty appeal turned down 

after their player kicked the ball in the area against an opponent's arm. It 

definitely made contact but was not deemed to be deliberate. That was about the 

highlight of the first half as both sides cancelled each other out. The second half 

wasn’t much better although the visitors had another penalty appeal denied and 

finally Uni's no 7 Macvicar (who didn’t appear on my hand written team sheet) did 

eventually get the ball in the back of the net. It soon settled back into a game of 

little drama and excitement and I was actually praying for the game to end (with 

another goal or two). It did with little stoppage time added and so back to the car 

and home and a quick check on Terrys Badges to see if he had any Highgate pin 

badges which the team have not sold for a couple of years apparently. Sorry Lucy I 

should have listened to you...your request was to go to Alveston where we would 

have seen six goals!!   
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